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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Cathar Dialogues is not your ordinary
book. What commenced as an unremarkable beginning of journal entries, became a series of mind-
opening talks that filters clear the muddy waters of some current cliched perceptions of Medieval
Catharism, which is expressed with an enlightened lightness of style coupled to ironic wit. The
somewhat unusual situation, in that one contributor is alive while the other dead, only adds to it s
incongruity. However, this book is destined for the opened minded few with an inquiring bent,
rather than that of the blinkered multitudinous herd. Between the years of 2000 and 2007, these
quite unusual dialogues took place between Guillaume de Mirepoix and Henri de Nebours. They
cover a range of insightful discussions about varied topics between a person and their spirit guide,
though they centre around Cathar philosophy. Such experiences are not entirely uncommon. For
instance, that series of books written by Dr Arthur Guirdham, which described various experiences
within a group reincarnation of Mediaeval Cathars in Somerset England. In some ways, this book,
though in an entirely different vein,...
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This kind of pdf is every thing and made me seeking ahead plus more. It is probably the most amazing ebook i have study. I am quickly can get a
enjoyment of reading a composed pdf.
-- Florence Rutherford DDS-- Florence Rutherford DDS

Definitely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read through. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % from the publication.
You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Jerald Champlin II-- Jerald Champlin II
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